
ANIMAL HEALTH

Cardell® Insight Diagnostic Monitor

YOU’RE SUPPORTED 
Midmark is 100% committed to 
your training, and we offer the 
instruction you and your team 
need to become completely 
proficient on your new 
equipment. With our free clinical 
support hotline, online resources 
and the most comprehensive in-
clinic training program, Midmark 
gives you access to the tools 
that can help you provide better 
care for your patients.

Designed  
for Accuracy, 
Reliability and 
Simplicity  

The Cardell® Insight Diagnostic Monitor is designed to be 
compact, lightweight and durable with an intuitive interface to 
make it easy to use. 

DESIGNED FOR VETERINARY CLINICS 
Featuring veterinary-specific algorithms that provide quick, accurate and 
consistent readings, the Cardell® Insight Diagnostic Monitor is useful in all areas 
of a veterinary practice, including exam, treatment, surgery and recovery. It can 
monitor patients in the field or those being transferred within the clinic. 

BP TECHNOLOGY   
The Cardell® BP technology you 
already know, adapts to your patient 
and employs advanced motion 
suppression to help eliminate errors 
caused by shivering, panting or other 
movement. This advanced feature can 
result in more efficient, reliable and 
timely readings.  

FITS ALMOST EVERYWHERE  
The Cardell® Insight Diagnostic 
Monitor is designed to fit anywhere 
within your clinic—on a narrow shelf 
or table, mounted to the wall, or on a 
mobile stand for ultimate mobility.



CARDELL® INSIGHT DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR SPECIFICATIONS 

Non-Invasive Blood Pressure 
(NIBP)

Cardell® Technology

Pulse Oximetry (SpO2) Nellcor® Oximax®

PR NIBP PR

Display 7-Inch LCD Resistive Touch Screen

Waveform Display SpO2 (8015) 

PR Range 30-240

NIBP Modes Manual, Auto, Stat

Tabular Trends 72 Hours

Parameter Alarms 3 Defaults (Cat, Dog, Horse)

Download to PC USB Drive

Weight 4.3 LB

Battery Life 10 Hours

Voltage 100-240 V

Warranty 2 Years, Limited

CARDELL® INSIGHT DIAGNOSTIC MONITORS

8014-001 Diagnostic Monitor with NIBP

8015-001 Diagnostic Monitor with NIBP, SpO2 

MONITOR MOUNTS

8008-005  Mobile Stand

9A456012 Wall Mount 

Additional monitor mounting options are available.

COMPREHENSIVE ANESTHESIA MONITORING TRAINING

Our RACE-approved training courses, provided by a VTS in 
anesthesia and analgesia, can teach you how to achieve the 
highest level of anesthesia monitoring excellence to improve 
patient care. To learn more, visit midmarkacademy.com.

VI-AMT   Anesthesia Monitoring 101 

VI-AMT2 Anesthesia Monitoring 201

Cardell, Nellcor and Oximax are all trademarks or registered trademarks of 
their respective companies. 
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COMPANION ACCESSORIES

The accessories necessary for full monitoring capability are 
included with each monitor.

Additional monitoring accessories are available at  
midmarkserviceparts.com.


